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Recent accidents in a range of industries have increased concern over the design,
development, management and control of safety-critical systems. Attention has now focused
upon the role of human error both in the development and in the operation of complex
processes. Human Error, Safety and Systems Development gathers contributions from
practitioners and researchers presenting and discussing leading edge techniques that can be
used to mitigate the impact of error (both system and human) on safety-critical systems. Some
of these contributions can be easily integrated into existing systems engineering practices
while others provide a more theoretical and fundamental perspective on the issues raised by
these kinds of interactive systems. More precisely the contributions cover the following themes:
–Techniques for incident and accident analysis; –Empirical studies of operator behaviour in
safety-critical systems; –Observational studies of safety-critical systems; –Risk assessment
techniques for interactive systems; –Safety-related interface design, development and testing;
–Formal description techniques for the design and development of safety-critical interactive
systems. Many diverse sectors are covered, including but not limited to aviation, maritime and
the other transportation industries, the healthcare industry, process and power generation and
military applications. This volume contains 20 original and significant contributions addressing
these critical questions. The papers were presented at the 7th IFIP Working Group 13.5
Working Conference on Human Error, Safety and Systems Development, which was held in
August 2004 in conjunction with the 18th IFIP World Computer Congress in Toulouse, France,
and sponsored by the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP).
FIX THE MOST COMMON PROBLEMS IN AVIONICS Keep planes flying smoothly and safely
with the best guide ever written on caring for avionic components. Avionics Troubleshooting
and Repair is packed with assembly, installation, and troubleshooting techniques for use by
both pilots and technicians. Written by avionics specialist Edward R. Maher, this crystal-clear
guide brings you: *Coverage of audio noiseproofing, communications systems, GPS, sheet
metal, bonding and adhesives, Stormscope, ELT’s, lighting systems, instrument calibration,
gyros, and more *Clear answers on what pilots can do (and when you need a certified
mechanic) *Problem-identification, diagnostic, and repair procedures you’ll find nowhere else
*Related FAA rules and regulations, plus industry standards *Comprehensive information on
equipment and needed tools
This comprehensive yet easy to understand training guide is for the Boeing 737 enthusiast and
committed 737NGX simulator captain who enjoys challenges and wants to take their circuitpattern flying ability to the highest level. The guide examines all parts of the circuit, providing
full coverage for no-wind situations as well as crosswind technique, missed approaches,
rejected takeoffs and engine-out ops. In addition to the intructor-style touch and go flight
lessons, the guide provides pre-flight ground briefings and systems coverage of the
autothrottle, control wheel steering, cockpit warnings, flap schedules and use of spoilers. Clear
diagrams also explain balanced field length, drift angle, derated takeoffs, assumed
temperature thrust reduction, as well as circuit geometry, descent profile and runway markings.
This book is packed with all the information you need to be truly in command whilst flying the
737NGX in the circuit, containing all required checklists as well as over 80 reference
screenshots and diagrams.
Up-To-Date Coverage of Every Aspect of Commercial Aviation Safety Completely revised
edition to fully align with current U.S. and international regulations, this hands-on resource
clearly explains the principles and practices of commercial aviation safety—from accident
investigations to Safety Management Systems. Commercial Aviation Safety, Sixth Edition,
delivers authoritative information on today's risk management on the ground and in the air. The
book offers the latest procedures, flight technologies, and accident statistics. You will learn
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about new and evolving challenges, such as lasers, drones (unmanned aerial vehicles),
cyberattacks, aircraft icing, and software bugs. Chapter outlines, review questions, and realworld incident examples are featured throughout. Coverage includes: • ICAO, FAA, EPA, TSA,
and OSHA regulations • NTSB and ICAO accident investigation processes • Recording and
reporting of safety data • U.S. and international aviation accident statistics • Accident
causation models • The Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) • Crew
Resource Management (CRM) and Threat and Error Management (TEM) • Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) and Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) • Aircraft and air traffic control
technologies and safety systems • Airport safety, including runway incursions • Aviation
security, including the threats of intentional harm and terrorism • International and U.S.
Aviation Safety Management Systems
'Aircraft Digital Electronic and Computer Systems' provides an introduction to the principles of
this subject. It is written for anyone pursuing a career in aircraft maintenance engineering or a
related aerospace engineering discipline.
Why would highly skilled, well-trained pilots make errors that lead to accidents when they had
safely completed many thousands of previous flights? The majority of all aviation accidents are
attributed primarily to human error, but this is often misinterpreted as evidence of lack of skill,
vigilance, or conscientiousness of the pilots. The Limits of Expertise is a fresh look at the
causes of pilot error and aviation accidents, arguing that accidents can be understood only in
the context of how the overall aviation system operates. The authors analyzed in great depth
the 19 major U.S. airline accidents from 1991-2000 in which the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) found crew error to be a causal factor. Each accident is reviewed in a separate
chapter that examines events and crew actions and explores the cognitive processes in play at
each step. The approach is guided by extensive evidence from cognitive psychology that
human skill and error are opposite sides of the same coin. The book examines the ways in
which competing task demands, ambiguity and organizational pressures interact with cognitive
processes to make all experts vulnerable to characteristic forms of error. The final chapter
identifies themes cutting across the accidents, discusses the role of chance, criticizes simplistic
concepts of causality of accidents, and suggests ways to reduce vulnerability to these
catastrophes. The authors' complementary experience allowed a unique approach to the study:
accident investigation with the NTSB, cognitive psychology research both in the lab and in the
field, enormous first-hand experience of piloting, and application of aviation psychology in both
civil and military operations. This combination allowed the authors to examine and explain the
domain-specific aspects of aviation operations and to extend advances in basic research in
cognition to complex issues of human performance in the real world. Although The Limits of
Expertise is directed to aviation operations, the implications are clear for understanding the
decision processes, skilled performance and errors of professionals in many domains,
including medicine.
This book is a concise practical treatise for the student or experienced professional aircraft
designer. This volume comprises key applied subjects for performance based aircraft design:
systems engineering principles; aircraft mass properties estimation; the aerodynamic design of
transonic wings; aircraft stability and control; takeoff and landing runway performance. This
book may serve as a textbook for an undergraduate aircraft design course or as a reference for
the classically trained practicing engineer.
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE AS iPAD APP (continuously updated). CHECK THE APPSTORE for
B737 PRH! The book (edition 2014) is NOT being updated! This handbook explains large twin
aircraft (class A) performance rules (FAA) in general and for the Boeing 737 in special. It
contains lots of colourful pictures and operational information for the airline pilot. "An excellent
book which finally simplifies and brings together aircraft performance information." "It is the
best performance book I ever held in my hands. Just brilliant!" "This book makes 737
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performance transparant and understandable." "A must for every 737 pilot!"
This handbook supersedes FAA-H-8261 -16, Instrument Procedures Handbook, dated 2014. It
is designed as a technical reference for all pilots who operate under instrument flight rules
(IFR) in the National Airspace System (NAS). It expands and updates information contained in
the FAA-H-8083-15B, Instrument Flying Handbook, and introduces advanced information for
IFR operations. Instrument flight instructors, instrument pilots, and instrument students will also
find this handbook a valuable resource since it is used as a reference for the Airline Transport
Pilot and Instrument Knowledge Tests and for the Practical Test Standards. It also provides
detailed coverage of instrument charts and procedures including IFR takeoff, departure, en
route, arrival, approach, and landing. Safety information covering relevant subjects such as
runway incursion, land and hold short operations, controlled flight into terrain, and human
factors issues also are included.
This book presents the proceedings of the joint conference held in Delft, the Netherlands
inJune 2012, incorporating the 3rd International Air Transport Operations Symposium ATOS,
the 3rd Association of Scientific Development in Air Traffic Management in Europe
ASDASeminar, the 6th International Meeting for Aviation Products Support Processes IMAPP
and the 2012Complex World Seminar. The book includes the majority of academic papers
presented at the conference, and provides a wide overview of the issues currently of
importance in the world of air transport.pIOS Press is an international science, technical and
medical publisher
Since 1981, the biennial International Symposium on Aviation Psychology (ISAP) has been
convened for the purposes of (a) presenting the latest research on human performance
problems and opportunities within aviation systems, (b) envisioning design solutions that best
utilize human capabilities for creating safe and efficient aviation systems, and (c) bringing
together scientists, research sponsors, and operators in an effort to bridge the gap between
research and applications. Though rooted in the presentations of the 18th ISAP, held in 2015
in Dayton, Ohio, Advances in Aviation Psychology is not simply a collection of selected
proceedings papers. Based upon the potential impact of emerging trends, current debates or
enduring issues present in their work, select authors were invited to expand upon their work
following the benefit of interactions at the symposium. Consequently the volume includes
discussion of the most pressing research priorities and the latest scientific and technical
priorities for addressing them. This book is the second in a series of volumes. The aim of each
volume is not only to report the latest findings in aviation psychology but also to suggest new
directions for advancing the field.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most trusted source of aeronautic
information.
Presents information on flight operations in aircraft with the latest "glass cockpit" advanced
avionics systems, covering such topics as automated flight control, area navigation, weather
data systems, and primary flight display failures.
One of the primary applications of human factors engineering is in the aviation domain, and the
importance of human factors has never been greater as U.S. and European authorities seek to
modernize the air transportation system through the introduction of advanced automation. This
handbook provides regulators, practitioners, researchers, and educators a comprehensive
resource for understanding and applying human factors to air transportation.
On 14 September 2008 Aeroflot Flight 821, a Boeing 737-505, operated by Aeroflot-Nord, a
subsidiary of the Russian airline Aeroflot, crashed on approach to Bolshoye Savino Airport,
Perm, Russia. All 82 passengers and 6 crew members were killed. The aircraft was completely
destroyed. According to the final investigation report, the main reason of the crash was pilot
error. Both pilots had lost spatial orientation due to new instruments they were not familiar with,
lack of proper training, insufficient knowledge of English and fatigue from lack of adequate rest.
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Alcohol in the Captain's blood may also have contributed to the accident.
Captain Mike Ray has put together a complete collection of just about everything a pilot needs
to know to "Pass the Checkride". The document is profusely illustrated with a clearly
understood visual and complete "training toolset" that will allow you to enter the simulator
completely confident that you will at least look like you know what you are doing. The material
is presented in an entertaining way that will keep your attention while providing a depth of
understanding to the otherwise totally boring stuff you got from the company.
This is an illustrated technical guide to the Boeing 737 aircraft. Containing extensive
explanatory notes, facts, tips and points of interest on all aspects of this hugely successful
airliner and showing its technical evolution from its early design in the 1960s through to the
latest advances in the MAX. The book provides detailed descriptions of systems, internal and
external components, their locations and functions, together with pilots notes and technical
specifications. It is illustrated with over 500 photographs, diagrams and schematics.Chris
Brady has written this book after many years developing the highly successful and informative
Boeing 737 Technical Site, known throughout the world by pilots, trainers and engineers as the
most authoritative open source of information freely available about the 737.
During the night of 04th May 2007, the B737-800, registration 5Y-KYA, operated by Kenya
Airways as flight KQA 507 from Abidjan international airport (C te d'Ivoire), to the Jomo
Kenyatta airport Nairobi (Kenya), made a scheduled stop-over at the Douala international
airport (Cameroon). The weather was stormy. A number of departing planes decided to wait for
the weather to improve. Kenya Airways, however, decided to depart. Shortly after take-off at
about 1000 ft, the aircraft entered into a slow right roll that increased continuously and
eventually ended up in a spiral dive. On the 5th May 2007 at approximately 0008 hrs, the
airplane crashed in a mangrove swamp South-South/East of Douala. All 114 people on board
were killed and the airplane was completely destroyed. The airplane crashed after loss of
control by the crew as a result of spatial disorientation, after a long slow roll, during which no
instrument scanning was done, and in the absence of external visual references in a dark
night.
737NG Training Syllabus is the descriptive title for this beautifully illustrated 383 plus page
document. The highly detailed, full color book is virtually crammed with original graphics and
thousands of words of descriptive text that will provide a complete training syllabus for persons
wishing to learn to operate the 737NG jet airliner. While intended specifically for the Flight
Simulation market, professional airline pilots will find the information useful and informative.
This is a guide intended to teach "simmers" how to fly the jet the way "the Pros do".
On March 10, 2019, at 05:38 UTC, Ethiopian Airlines flight 302, Boeing 737-8 (MAX), ET-AVJ,
took off as a scheduled international flight, from Addis Ababa Bole International Airport bound
to Nairobi, Kenya. It departed Addis Ababa with 157 persons on board: 2 flight crew (a Captain
and a First Officer), 5 cabin crew and one IFSO, 149 regular passengers. The take-off roll and
lift-off was normal, including normal values of left and right angle-of-attack (AOA). Shortly after
liftoff, the left Angle of Attack sensor recorded value became erroneous and the left stick
shaker activated and remained active until near the end of the recording. In addition, the
airspeed and altitude values from the left air data system began deviating from the
corresponding right side values. The left and right recorded AOA values began deviating. At
5:40:22, the second automatic nose-down trim activated. Following nose-down trim activation
GPWS DON’T SINK sounded for 3 seconds and “PULL UP” also displayed on PFD for 3
seconds. The Captain was unable to maintain the flight path and requested to return back to
the departure airport. At 05:43:21, an automatic nose-down trim activated for about 5 s. The
stabilizer moved from 2.3 to 1 unit. The rate of climb decreased followed by a descent in 3 s
after the automatic trim activation. The descent rate and the airspeed continued increasing.
Computed airspeed values reached 500kt, pitch and descent rate values were greater than
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33,000 ft/min. Finally; both recorders stopped recording at around 05: 44 the Aircraft impacted
terrain 28 NM South East of Addis Ababa near Ejere. All 157 persons on board: 2 flight crew, 5
cabin crew and one IFSO, and 149 regular passengers were fatally injured. The crash of
Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 was, after the crash of Lion Air Flight 610 on October 29, 2018,
the second crash of a Boeing 737 MAX 8 within a period of 4 months.
* A comprehensive study guide providing pilots the answers they need to excel on their
technical interview * Features nearly 1000 potential questions (and answers) that may be
asked during the technical interview for pilot positions * Wide scope--ranges from light aircraft
through heavy jet operations * Culled from interviewing practices of leading airlines worldwide *
Includes interviewing tips and techniques
The aircraft dispatcher is critical to air travel safety and a viable career option for many
aviators. With this book, prepare for the FAA oral and practical exam to earn the Aircraft
Dispatcher certificate.
Extensive animation and clear narration highlight this first-of-its-kind CD-ROM. It shows all
major systems of jet and turboprop aircraft and how they work. Ideal for self-instruction,
classroom instruction or just the curious at heart.
Between 1967 and 1997 Keith Spragg progressed from the greenest new co-pilot on a pistonengined Vickers Viking to a fully qualified jet captain. He then went on to become an
experienced pilot trainer and examiner, ultimately flying ten different types with nine different
airlines. The story of that journey, told in I Have Control, is a personal one but is also part of
the wider story of airline development. Keith witnessed many changes and it was not only the
aircraft that changed; the training, attitudes and culture of airline pilots themselves were
transformed over that period. Under the day-to-day demands of disrupted rosters and
unsociable hours, the moments of humour and the need to squeeze as much fun as possible
out of every day, the significance of these changes was not always obvious. Now, with time to
reflect, the small boy's fascination with flight lives on. While the job changed, the rewards, the
comradeship and the sense of privilege continued. But now Keith asks tough questions about
the application of technology. Is the modern flight deck fit for purpose? Have we sacrificed skill
on the altar of technology? How should the industry respond to the prospect of artificial
intelligence and pilotless airliners? His account will be of interest to all aviation enthusiasts and
is illustrated with 8 colour photographs in a four-page colour section.

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE AS iPAD APP (continuously updated). CHECK THE
APPSTORE for B737 PRH! The book (edition 2014) is NOT being updated! This
handbook explains European aircraft performance rules (EASA) for large civil
twin aircraft (Class A) in general and for the Boeing 737NG in special. It contains
lots of colourful pictures and operational information for the airline pilot. "An
excellent book which finally simplifies and brings together aircraft performance
information." "It is the best performance book I ever held in my hands. Just
brilliant!" "This book makes 737 performance transparant and understandable."
"A must for every 737 pilot!"
Despite growing concern with the effects of concurrent task demands on human
performance, and research demonstrating that these demands are associated
with vulnerability to error, so far there has been only limited research into the
nature and range of concurrent task demands in real-world settings. This book
presents a set of NASA studies that characterize the nature of concurrent task
demands confronting airline flight crews in routine operations, as opposed to
emergency situations. The authors analyze these demands in light of what is
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known about cognitive processes, particularly those of attention and memory,
with the focus upon inadvertent omissions of intended actions by skilled pilots.
The studies reported within the book employed several distinct but
complementary methods: ethnographic observations, analysis of incident reports
submitted by pilots, and cognitive task analysis. They showed that concurrent
task management comprises a set of issues distinct from (though related to)
mental workload, an area that has been studied extensively by human factors
researchers for more than 30 years. This book will be of direct relevance to
aviation psychologists and to those involved in aviation training and operations. It
will also interest individuals in any domain that involves concurrent task
demands, for example the work of emergency room medical teams. Furthermore,
the countermeasures presented in the final chapter to reduce vulnerability to
errors associated with concurrent task demands can readily be adapted to work
in diverse domains.
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